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"Your Greatness is Growing- Nurturing the Heart of Autism" is a celebration of a child throughout a
typical time. This fun and rhyming publication, beautifully illustrated (almost completely) by kids on the
spectrum, provides both reflections of successes that can be internalized by any child and the
positive and relational vocabulary that creates these successes. Nurtured Heart Approach™ goes
above and beyond praise by speaking right to the center, through the specificity and energy that is
directed at what's going right. Parents and teachers will immediately recognize that the writer
included in the day's events those areas that are often the most challenging factors of the day for
kids on the spectrum and demonstrates how these occasions could be nurtured into contextual
occasions of public learning and success(greatness). Greatness is internalized. This profoundly
positive, romantic relationship based philosophy, produced by Glasser in the past due 1990s, is
based on the energetic truth that we increase whatever we attend to. “Your Greatness is Growing-
Nurturing the Center of Autism” is a snapshot of a time through the lens of Howard Glasser’s
Nurtured Heart Strategy™. We are able to grow the very behaviors/values/skills/competencies that
people desire by tuning directly into all initiatives in the right direction and keeping them up as
achievement. Children feel seen and appreciated,as abilities,values and emotions are called and
honored, all in the context of positive interactions with significant adults. It magnifies, for kid and adult
as well, all the ways that a child can experience success throughout the day, by just what adults
choose to focus on, honor and name in the child. Success is definitely irrefutable and unavoidable,
as adults basically reflect the truth of every new second. The Nurtured Heart Strategy™ may be the
perfect basis to creating a tradition of positivity and achievement in any family or classroom. "Your
Greatness is Growing- Nurturing the Center of Autism" is crucial for every adult who would like to
bring out the greatness in a kid and for each and every child who wants to begin to feel the
greatness that is already within.
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Insights I ordered this book the moment it was published. than you Catherine for writing this book.
I've caused these children. I came across the illustrations and inspiring confirmations would be
extremely validating for these children. What was more profound for me was her examples of
potentially troublesome occasions for these children that give me a greater understanding of what
these children experience through their day. Some tips about what you've been looking forward to
As a licensed psychologist in private practice, I have found The Nurtured Cardiovascular Approach
to be highly effective as both a stand-alone-intervention or when integrated with other methods, no
matter age. Catherine was educating me from her vast knowledge using the NHA with these and
other children. I believe this publication is usually invaluable to all or any of us mixed up in lives of the
amazing children and I encourage you to get your hands on a duplicate as quickly as you can. I
know that my center will reach theirs in a far more personal way due to that compassion. This
publication is a combined mix of the most efficient social emotional learning equipment that I
understand: The Nurtured Heart Approach (the only strategy I use) + Children's Literature. They are
vividly colored and done by kids on the spectrum.We am delighted to include this to my library of
Nurtured Heart Books.PS Catherine's other books on The Nurtured Center Approach are similarly
lovely! I can't wait to hear about lives changed. ! I highly recommend this reserve for particular
educators or parents with children with special requirements (specifically Autism). The book's
foundation lies in the Nurtured Heart Strategy (by Howard Glasser). This approach shows to be
impressive for ANY child, but much work shows it's incredible achievement with intense children and
children with special needs. We utilize a number of clients identified as becoming along the Austic
Spectrum as well as their very brave, committed and devoted families.One must read simply the
photos.In my use children with Autism I find the passages in this book help myself to more easily put
into words the greatness I find in these particular children . Parents and Educators: Buy THIS
reserve! See how children with autism show Greatness!Your Greatness is Growing- Nurturing the
Heart of Autism This book exudes GREATNESS! I just wished to say I've received and browse
Catherine Stafford's new publication," Your Greatness keeps growing:Nurturing the Heart of Autism".
It is fantastic and spot on in the way she recognizes the Greatness in kids on the autism spectrum. I
love the book so much that I purchased it for friend who also works with kids with Autism. She
knows these kids! I will be using this a whole lot as I teach households how to appreciate their kids
with autism.. Just what a gift that is to parents AND something special to the kiddos, as well. Thank
you! Catherine, that is spectacular. From my heart I love this publication.. Plus, it is beautifully
illustrated. This publication is innovative, creative, gorgeous, and mind-blowing inside our field!.. and in
all kids. She hits all the areas that are common challenges: dealing with rooms that are too loud,
having an unexpected meal, needing to increase your hands and wait to be known as on, etc,etc.
As I read this reserve, I could knowledge it from the viewpoint as a child with autism...it really is
obviously a publication from your heart to the heart of kids! My compassion for them grew, and this
would make nurturing their heart so much more genuine and frequent. As a college psychologist I
am an enormous supporter in using children's literature when functioning 1:1 or in a little group
setting with children on social/behavioral/psychological goals. Our treatment programs consistently
include the NHA. Your Greatness is Growing requirements to be in every elementary schools!I under
no circumstances likely to grow in my understanding of kids on the spectrum as I read her book.
We now have a source of information and guideance based on the NHA and particular to this this
audience. As a school psychologist who works with kids on the autism spectrum and other children
who have a problem with social abilities this book is absolutely nothing short of brilliant. This can help
the kid see all the little items they are doing perform matter plus they are noticed -- greatness
grows. The goal is to look at the day in the life of a kid as a series of successes and celebrating all



of the little stuff performed in a explicit way typical to a social story. I am in a position to use it in the
classroom and I am able to share with parents. My teachers equally love this book!
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